
    
    
    
    
    

    

            
    
        

 

Nancy Chism, Ph.D. 

346 North College Avenue 

Indianapolis, IN 46202 

1/30/2014 

  

Most Reverent Timothy Costelloe, SDB 

Archbishop of Perth 

25 Victoria Avenue 

Perth, Western Australia 6000 

 

Dear Archbishop Costelloe: 

 

As a member of the Franciscan Hermitage community in Indianapolis, Indiana, USA, I have had the opportunity 

to read your letter of January 14, 2014 to Father Justin Belitz, OFM, and his response to you. Although I note the 

kind tone of your letter as well as Father’s gracious response, I feel moved to ask you to reconsider. I do this in the 

hopes that more people will be able to experience Father Justin’s insights in the future, that those who are loyal to 

him will not find your gesture as yet another indication of the rigidity of the Church, and that you yourself might 

be encouraged to reflect further on the nature of evangelism in your archdiocese. 

I have found Pope Francis’s recent apostolic exhortation, Evangelii Gaudium, to be replete with helpful guidance 

for us. Our Holy Father stresses the joyous and adaptive nature of evangelism, a spirit that I believe is exemplified 

by Father Justin’s ministry. His positive energy and emphasis on fundamental Catholic values are uplifting in 

precisely the ways that the Holy Father stresses. The Pope’s words seem to aptly describe the tireless work of 

Father Justin around the world:  “Those who enjoy life most are those who leave security on the shore and become 

excited by the mission of communicating life to others”. (Evangelii Gaudium, 4) 

By using broad and universal language and focusing on the simple messages of love and peace, Father Justin is 

able to reach out to those whose faith has been challenged and those who are unfamiliar with the Catholic Church 

as well as those who are within the tradition, which is yet another characteristic isolated for emulation by Pope 

Francis. Father Justin’s incorporation of meditation approaches and scientific arguments to support his focus on 

love and peace also seems to me to be in line with the Holy Father’s instructions to see the value in diverse 

approaches and avoid a narrow orthodoxy. Pope Francis says, “Within the Church countless issues are being 

studied and reflected upon with great freedom. Differing currents of thought in philosophy, theology and pastoral 

practice, if open to being reconciled by the Spirit in respect and love, can enable the Church to grow, since all of 

them help to express more clearly the immense riches of God’s word. For those who long for a monolithic body of 

doctrine guarded by all and leaving no room for nuance, this might appear as undesirable and leading to 

confusion. But in fact such variety serves to bring out and develop different facets of the inexhaustible riches of the 

Gospel.” (Evangelii Gaudium, 40) 

I believe it is the duty of the Archbishop as shepherd to counsel, rather than to honor,  the will of those who, in 

Pope Francis’s words, “remain intransigently faithful to a particular Catholic style from the past.” He cautions, “A 

supposed soundness of doctrine or discipline leads instead to a narcissistic and authoritarian elitism, whereby 

instead of evangelizing, one analyzes and classifies others, and instead of opening the door to grace, one exhausts 

his or her energies in inspecting and verifying. (Evangelii Gaudium, 94). Instead, Pope Francis observes, 

“Whenever we make the effort to return to the source and to recover the original freshness of the Gospel, new 
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avenues arise, new paths of creativity open up, with different forms of expression, more eloquent signs and words 

with new meaning for today’s world. Every form of authentic evangelization is always ‘new’.” (Evangelii Gaudium, 

11). 

I urge you to give your decision additional thought. In helping to process the evaluations from Father Justin’s 

various missions and retreats, I have been struck by the wonderful realizations his participants have had, their 

deepening faith and joy, and the changes that his influence has had on their lives. The few dissenters, in contrast, 

seem, for the most part, to be angry and uncharitable in their tone, fearful and limited in their vision. It would be a 

shame to accede to the exclusionary preferences of the latter minority and thereby deprive the majority of a joyous 

route to deeper spirituality. Perhaps some compromise might be reached, such as clearly labeling the approach 

that will be taken in future retreats led by Father Justin, or alternating with retreats led by those with a more 

traditional emphasis. Surely, more creative possibilities must exist than totally excluding one messenger with 30 

years of success. 

Thank you for your consideration. I am praying that the Holy Spirit will bring wisdom to all of those involved in 

this issue. 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Nancy Chism, Ph.D. 

Indianapolis, IN, USA 


